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Thinking and planning the future in heritage management
Amsterdam, Netherlands, 11-14 June 2019
The UNESCO Chair on Heritage Futures at Linnaeus University, Sweden, and the School for Heritage,
Memory and Material Culture, University of Amsterdam, Netherlands, in collaboration with ICOMOS
International and ICOMOS Netherlands, will hold an ICOMOS University Forum workshop in Amsterdam, 1114 June 2019.
The workshop will involve focused discussions among ca. 30 invited participants and professional
presentations for a somewhat larger audience (posters and papers). The participants will include academics
and heritage managers, both young and established, from many parts of the world. Publication may be
possible via ICOMOS.
The available funding will be used predominantly to enable emerging professionals from disadvantaged
regions of the world to attend. However, we will try to arrange to cover two or three nights of accommodation,
if needed, for invited participants travelling from abroad to Amsterdam.
The workshop aims at promoting to think and plan the future in heritage management. How do we perceive the
future? Which future do heritage professionals work for? What heritage will be needed in the future (and how do
we know)? How can we build capacity in future thinking among heritage professionals worldwide?
We are now inviting all ICOMOS members, and specifically ICOMOS emerging professionals, to apply for one of
10 additional places at this small workshop (5 are reserved for emerging professionals).
If you are interested please write to Helena Rydén (unesco-heritage-futures@lnu.se) by 8 February 2019
including a 1-page CV and a 1-page statement on relevant experience and your specific interest in the topic
Thinking and planning the future in heritage management. For emerging professionals, please also mention
where you will be travelling from. We will be offering several travel stipends of up to € 1000 for ICOMOS emerging
professionals.

Preliminary Workshop Programme
Tuesday, 11 June
3 pm:
Pre-Workshop Public Lecture “Heritage and the future – where are we heading?”
Cornelius Holtorf, UNESCO Chair on Heritage Futures, Linnaeus University
Pub evening, informal (not sponsored)

Wednesday, 12 June
9-12 am/
1-4 pm

4-5 pm

Presentation Day, open for ICOMOS, ARCHON Research School of Archaeology and researchers
at the University of Amsterdam
ca. 10 presentations by personally invited workshop participants plus time for discussion.
Poster session
Posters by workshop participants will be accepted by the Scientific Committee as long as they are
relevant and explicitly connected to the workshop theme.

Coffee breaks and mingle lunch sponsored by AHM
6 pm

Welcome reception and mingle dinner sponsored by ARCHON (tbc)

Thursday, 13 June
Workshop Day, workshop participants only
9 am-5pm

During the day we will address the workshop theme through innovative formats, promoting insight,
discussion and lessons relevant to practical management issues.

Coffee breaks and mingle lunch sponsored by AHM
6 pm

Mingle Dinner sponsored by the City of Amsterdam (tbc)

Friday, 14 June
University Library
9-12 am

Concluding plenary discussions, workshop participants only

Coffee break and farewell mingle lunch sponsored by AHM, Workshop ends
2 pm

Public lecture (tbc)

Scientific Committee
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professor Cornelius Holtorf, UNESCO Chair on Heritage Futures, Linnaeus University (Chair)
Professor Robin Boast, Professor of Cultural Information Science, University of Amsterdam
Professor Toshiyuki Kono, Professor of Law, Kyushu University, Fukuoka, and President, ICOMOS
International, Paris
Marie-Laure Lavenir, Director General, ICOMOS International, Paris
Dr Heleen van Londen, Assistant Professor, University of Amsterdam
Dr Patricia Lulof, Associate Professor of Classical and Mediterranean Archaeology, University of Amsterdam
Dr Ihab Saloul, Vice Director, AHM, University of Amsterdam
Professor James Symonds, Professor of Historical Archaeology (North of the Alps), University of Amsterdam

